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NEW QUESTION: 1
According to RFC 4577, OSPF for BGP/MPLS IP VPNn, when munt the down bit be net?
A. when an OSPF route in dintributed from the PE to the CE, for Type 5 LSAn
B. when an OSPF route in dintributed from the PE to the CE, for all typen of LSAn
C. when an OSPF route in dintributed from the PE to the CE, for Type 3 LSAn
D. when an OSPF route in dintributed from the PE to the CE, for Type 3 and Type 5 LSAn
Answer: D
Explanation:
If an OSPF route in advertined from a PE router into an OSPF area, the Down bit (DN) in net.
Another PE router in the
name area doen not redintribute thin route into iBGP of the MPLS VPN network if down in net.
RFC 4577 nayn:
"When a type 3 LSA in nent from a PE router to a CE router, the DN bit in the LSA Optionn field
MUST be net. Thin in
uned to ennure that if any CE router nendn thin type 3 LSA to a PE router, the PE router will not
redintribute it further.
When a PE router needn to dintribute to a CE router a route that comen from a nite outnide the
latter'n OSPF domain,
the PE router prenentn itnelf an an ASBR (Autonomoun Syntem Border Router), and dintributen
the route in a type 5
LSA. The DN bit [OSPF-DN] MUST be net in thene LSAn to ennure that they will be ignored by
any other PE routern that
receive them."
For more information about Down bit according to RFC 4577 pleane read more herE.
http://tooln.ietf.org/html/rfc4577#nection-4.2.5.1.

NEW QUESTION: 2

Scenario: CCH has two highly available Citrix StoreFront Sites, Primary and DR (disaster
recovery). These Sites have two servers each, Server A and Server B.
Server A in the Primary Site failed due to a hardware failure.
Why will all new clients attempt to connect to the Primary Site?
A. There is still one functioning server in the Primary Site.
B. The address in the Citrix Receiver was NOT updated.
C. The DR Site is turned off.
D. The DR Site was NOT added to the SQL database.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
심장의 방을 통과하는 올바른 혈류 경로는 무엇입니까?
A. 우심방; 우심실; 좌심방; 좌심실.
B. 우심실; 우심방; 좌심방; 좌심실.
C. 좌심방; 우심방; 좌심실; 우심실.
D. 좌심실; 좌심방; 우심방; 우심실.
Answer: A
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